A collection of stellar Australian art is the linchpin of this house which embodies sophisticated curation and a relaxed approach to family living.
Just four photographs provided the starting point for the design of this expansive coastal property that is home to a large family. With a heritage listing, the requirement was to upgrade the original house and add a contemporary wing. Presented with the photos – of a staircase, some flooring, living room joinery and an open-plan kitchen – Alexandra Donohoe Church, principal of Sydney-based Decus Interiors, remarkably was able to ascertain the owners’ tastes, and her initial concepts for key areas were accepted with enthusiasm.

On a generously sized corner block with glimpses of water across a golf fairway, the house had vast potential to be a significant and substantial family home. Once the heritage requirements were determined, the new extension was built to include open-plan living, dining and kitchen, with a terrace and pool cabana set into Myles Baldwin-landscaped grounds, and five bedrooms, a rumpus room and study upstairs.

Decus Interiors sorted out the floor plan, allocating the downstairs heritage part of the house to a master suite, incorporating a bedroom, walk-in robe, ensuite and study, accessed through its own foyer. The open-plan living extension presented a few challenges with its very large footprint. “This took a few iterations to get right,” says Alexandra. “We wanted to create pockets of depth and compression before expanding out again.” This she was able to do by tucking in the formal dining to the right of the main entry, which then leads into the open-plan kitchen and butler’s pantry and on to the informal living room that connects with the outdoors.

This living area is furnished intelligently with an “island” in the middle with two-way seating facing in and out. “They can all lounge around, some watching television, others having a conversation. It can deal with a lot of people in the room and is very reflective of the family and their aesthetic – an indoor/outdoor space leading straight out to the pool,” says Alexandra.

When it came to the decoration, other than the direction provided by the photographs, the owners gave Decus Interiors free rein. “We had a lot of freedom to come back to them with what we thought was the best response,” says Alexandra. “We picked up on cues such as how they dressed and their taste in artwork and that informed our decisions. The result was that we made some choices that were probably not the most conventional but they worked, and very little was changed from our initial presentation.”

A layer of complexity was added as the project is located interstate from the Decus studio, and the logistics were considerable. “We didn’t have a lot of communication with the client but we did have eight-hour marathon sessions every now and then when we presented everything. We were very involved in the administration of the project – remotely organising the builder, joiner, upholsterer, as well as a lot of emailing and site visits. It was a different way of working for us but we threw everything at it and it was great to have that trust,” explains the designer.

The owners’ extensive collection of Australian art inspired a lot of the design decisions, although Alexandra says she never envisaged any particular artwork for a certain space. “We didn’t consciously think we had to match things, but so many of the choices were serendipitous. The study, for example, is a really dark and moody room and there were two John Olsen works that hadn’t been allocated anywhere, but when we came full circle it just seemed that the palette had miraculously been designed to suit them.” The triptych by John Coates in the dining room was an unexpected
The open-plan living room leads to the pool and outdoor area. Custom banquette by Decus Interiors in C&C Milano 'Ernesto' from South Pacific Fabrics, with custom cushions in Andrew Martin 'Orillo' from Unique Fabrics, Elliott Clarke 'Sonoma' and Zak+Fox 'Pampa'. Side tables (from left) are 'Arch' and 'Kettle' from BDDW, and Adam Goodrum 'Nest' from Cult. Living Divani 'Extrasoft' sofa and ottoman from Space. Eric Schmitt 'Conduit' console from Maison Lagrange. Ceiling lights from Inlite. Serge Mouille 'Applique 2' wall light from Cult. Ligne Roset 'Pumpkin' chair from Decca in Pierre Frey 'Bridget' on Meringue from Milgate. 'Drop' side table from BDDW. Rug from Robyn Cosgrove. Oblica 'Gyrofocus' suspended fireplace in front of 'Rainforest' honed marble wall finish. Aboriginal artefacts by unknown artist.

“We wanted to create pockets of depth and compression before expanding out again.”
Alexandra made good use of the existing bay window to position the vanity for the master ensuite. The mirror is a custom design by Decus Interiors. Vanity is in ‘Bianco Carrara C’ marble from CDK Stone with Vola ‘590-19’ tapware and Vola ‘T39/4-19’ heated towel rails, both finished in raw brass. Jonathan Browning Studios ‘Amboise’ wall sconce from Milgate. Society Limonta accessories from Ondene. Shutters from Simple Studio. ‘Argento’ oak chevron flooring from Tongue n Groove.
« choice – “yet the more we looked at it the more it seemed to work”. Similarly, when the project was almost completed a Tim Storrier work appeared – which was just right for the main bedroom, and faces a Jeffrey Smart artwork across the room. “It looks amazing and colourwise it pulled it all together,” she says.

Alexandra says there is a lot of eclecticism in the house. “All the rooms speak to each other but are quite different. The owners are not formal people but they have formal spaces. They have incredible art and you want it all to blend in so it’s comfortable for them to live with but still allows the pieces to sing. Otherwise you’re doing the artworks a disservice.”

While the colours in the downstairs rooms are in a muted palette, the bedrooms upstairs are high octane, with artworks by Howard Arkley, Jasper Knight and Johnny Romeo providing punch in the rumpus room, and paring the way for a mash-up of bright colours, textural pieces and shapely furniture.

Throughout, the attention to detail is impeccable, from the vintage bronze door at the entrance and the custom bronze patinated finish on the brass stair rail to the unexpected choices in lighting and furniture which provide an element of surprise.

“It was a really fun project,” says Alexandra. “We got to import some beautiful pieces that we haven’t had the opportunity to use before, such as some classic Brazilian designs and a lighting fixture we saw in Milan, and we ended up choosing everything right down to the cutlery and napkins.”
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» Alexandra Donohoe Church, principal of Decus Interiors, was approached to curate the design and decoration of a substantial coastal property for a large family.

» With a heritage listing, parts of the house had to be maintained with other sections upgraded and a substantial extension added. A tie-in significant art collection helped solve the starting point for Alexandra’s scheme that balances formality with a more casual vibe and contrasts neutral with punchy colour. With unexpected choices in furniture and lighting providing punctuation points against the sophisticated backdrop, the mood is one of relaxed living within exquisitely detailed surrounds.